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The world of the law is black and white and you are liable at every look,
As the things of right and wrong on earth and written in every book;
Sometimes people are liable and corrupt and slander and swear and curse,
As the legal eagles of the law ponder the view of what is human verse.

  

So what I mean to say is that if I call you a liar and I am in the wrong,
I am guilty of liable and I can be taken for a ride and song;
There can be changes of accusation saying this one did this and that,
Or we can both and all consider it fair to believe that liable is the law for that.

  

Trumped up charges and being taken to court is a very messy subject where personal gain and
financial pursuit is the only really object;
But life is free to one and all and a bit of mutual respects required,
For all the things you want on earth and all you desired and acquired.

  

Now nobody want to be taken to task or be left without it all,
And each of us works hard for it and want our each for walls;
For love is give and take you know but getting what you can,
For in liable and law you make a mock of it all, forgetting God's plan.

  

And all the things of riches and greatness are not really worth the cost,
But discovering the right point of view on earth seems to be beat the cost;
As for now we have it all and really what's well and left to say,
But leave things along as they really are and recollect the day.

  

For really the solicitors have an enormous fee to make money out of you and me,
And as the end of every day you're left alive and living free;
Like the beauty and the magic of it all is that you have really won,
And what is beaten or called contempt is all that been undone.

  

Signed,
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Seek Ye First
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